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Alcoholrules frustrate fraternities
booze without a license, minors system "won't be much because the
drinking and, of course, OUI," dorms are stricter, too. They've
Prosser said. He said the police have boarded up the dorms to their
A sharp dispute between the sent agents in to illegally buy alcohol at satisfaction, so no they're attacking
fraternity system and the UMO fraternity parties before, and will the next visible group. And we're not
administration over alcohol policy continue to do so, but that this was not gonna stand for that." Hoefele said
interpretation continues to be a source a change in policy from last year.
right now there was confusion among
"The tickets the frats were selling the fraternities and that next Tuesday
of anger and anxiety for the fraternities
this semester.
last year were illegal, too, and if we there would_ bea Fraternity -Board
Assistant Director of Police catch them, they'll have to pay the meeting with University officials and
Personnel William Prosser and fine,- Prosser said, and added that this-- Inspector Robinson, and he hoped to
Associate Dean of Student. Activities was also consistent with last year's discuss.the alcohol issue in detail.
and Organizations Willi-am Lucy policy;
Scott McAvoy, president of- Phi
Peter Hoefele, imp Fraternity Kappa Sigma, said, "Overall, I'm
maintained yesterday that no official
"crackdown" on fraternities is taking Board President, disagreed sharply• upset about the crackdown over the
place this year, and that the alcohol_ _"I st year the topic of selling tickets summer. They're enforcing them (the
policies campus-wide would be came up. Blaine Robinson (the area rules) more, and made the policy
consistent with those in effect last year. liquor inspector) and Bill Prosser said
ket sales On a small basis were okay.-"The position of the University
the liquor enforcement people has b
The idea was for small parties, but the
consistent all alorig,"- said Lucy. idea spread to bigger parties: So, overEveryone must abide by state laws--no the summer, officials of the University
sales of liquor without a license, and decided with Blaine Robinson to make
no serving of alcohol to -minors or it university policy to stop ticket sales,
people who are becoming intoxicated. he said. "I talked with a lawyer who
If the law enfivcement officials felt there were no state laws making it
respond, it's usually because of a illegal to sell tickets, so I don't know
complaint, or because indications that what we're going to do," Hoefele said.
Hoefele continued, "I intend to see
the law is being violated."
Prosser said that his department the attorney general and see what we
would be acting according to last year's can do. They (the university) have a
policy, and no special effort was being certain amount of control over us, but
made to harass fraternities. "We're
we have certain rights, too."
Hoefele said the effect on the Greek
mainly concerned with people selling
by Mike Harman
Staff Writer
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change over the summer when the
students had no say about it. I think
any policy made should be made while
the students are present."
McAvoy said he felt it would cause
more people to he secretive about their
drinking which could cause problems
later. "It also is setting up a sort of
negative _barrier
between
the
administration and students," he said.
Greg +wren, president of Delta
Upsilon, said, "The way it is set up
now, you can't even sell tickets strictly
to recover the costs of a band. It's a
shame, because it will greatly affect the
(see Fraternities, page 2)
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Office aids students in
finding employment

444

by Deanna Brooks
library frequently hire non work-study
\ Oio
students.
Staff Writer
The new WMEB staff.
Boyington said there were about
The Office of Student Employment
2,000
work-study jobs available,
Programs (OSEP), located on the
but there was really no way of telling
second floor of Wingate Hall, assists
exactly how many non work-study jobs
students in finding both work-study
exist.
and regular(non work-study)jobs. -,
"There are not enough work-study
The OSEP offered, twice daily for
about a week, seminars for all students jobs for the number of students who
have been awarded work-study,_
seeking employnlint information.
that we're going to leave our loyal
Mary Boyington, Student Personnel Sometimes there are 1,000 regular by Elizabeth Cash
listeners with nothing to listen to for
positions, but there are no lists of Staff Writer
Assistant of OSEP, said Wednesday
three days, but I'm happy because
regular and general positions. You've
the office's main priority is to help
we're going to bring our listeners a
.
got
to
go
out
and
find
the
job
radio
UMO's
WMEB-FM,
campus
students find employment. She said
.
better sound," Gross said.
yourself," Boyington said.
station, will be temporarily off the air
OSEP also offers referral services to
oped
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e
said
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ins
Tankel
The
average
award
for
an
this weekend in order to upgrade its-students who may be looking for
h
a
d
o
v
e
r
equipment
isndergraduate
was
$1,000
for
the
broadcasting facilities.
career-related jobs.
_were unable to because of a
Jonathan Tankel, assistant professor
"The seminars are designed to give Academic year, and sometimes up. to _
shortage. "'The student
power
manpower
for
graduate
$1,500
students.
of bmadcastmg and adviser to the
the students a general look at the things
engineer
had
to work this summer and
Under
the
_
program,
work-study
a
student-run station said WMEB will
we do. They explain the payroll-the time to get up here,
not
find
could
federally
stbsidized
financial
aid
Friday
at
2
.
broadcasting
p.m.
cease
schedules and give a basic definition of__
have a permanent
don't
we
sinceprogram,
federal
funds
pay
Tor
81:1-7.and will resume programming early
what work-study is all about," said.
Tankel
engineer,"
percent
of
the
employee's
wage'
and „next week. "It's one of those things
Boyington said.
Tankel said the patch panel currently
the employer pays 20 percent.
where we'll be back on the air when
She said the seminars are a way of
use has been in the station as far
in
Boyington said many times an
we're done, as soon as possible," he
encouraging students to sign up for
back as anyone can remember, and
employer is forced to hire a non work- said.
such programs as the Job Locator and
that it was second-hand equipment
study student because there is a need to
Tankel said all audio equipment in
Development Program, a referral
when the station obtained it.
be filled that work-study students
studio must be shut down in order
the
service for off-campus, non workThe new patch panel costs
aren't filling. She said the cafet6ria is a
to install a new patch panel. Station
study positions.
$500. "This was a
approximately
good example of this.
manager Charles "Chad" Gilley said
"The cafeteria has to have someone
Boyington said most of the onthe patch panel allows WMEB to, purchase we made last year with a
- "
--a-rn pas ---*tork -study 115s inctture----44/4
4--14).--aerve -breakfast Sunday broadcast fro-rn sources outside of its grant from the student government
when we discovered that our current
morning
and if people from work- studios, such as sports events or
-positions as clerks, receptionists, foodpatch panel was not lohg for this
study don't come in for jobs, then the - telephone calls. Gilley also said that
service personnel and laborer
world," Tankel said.
food-service people must hire non
positions.
the panel will improve the broadcast
"As far as we're concerned, the
work-study people. Besides, the
signal, which will give the station a
upgrading of our signal technology is
S
. he said most non wk-study jobs cafeterias have a large enough budget
better overall sound quality.
only part of a general plan to improve
were off-campus, but there were jobs to Afford to hire non work-study
Ben Gross, program director at
WMEB campus and community
the
people," Boyington said.
available on campus. She said the
WMEB, expressed mixed feelings
image,"
he said.
cafeterias, the Bear's Den and the
(see Employment, page 2)
bad
feel
air.
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about going off the

WMEB willgo offthe
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Police Beat
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer

Augus-t 30. A calculator, a gold
medal, $320 and various pictures and cards are missing.
The value of the pocketbook -was
estimated at $355.

"Mei signs were reported
stolen from UMO Children's
,C,entr Monday evening. The
three signs were taken from the
font door and the front of the
buiking.

A wallet was lost in the
vieitity of the Memorial Union
counter on Saturday.
can
Sept 4. The wallet contained
identification. a, New York driver's liscense and a signed
check.

A theft of articles amounting
to $420 was reported on Tuesday from University Park. The
articles stolen included a Pioneer Super Tuner valued at $250,
a Panasonic Equalizer Booster
yaks:el at $70 and a tool box
___—containing tools and fishing
equipment worth $100.

A forcible entry was reported
in 102 Caribou Hall at BCC
Morday. There was no sign 6f -any vandalism-or litag --pro

A1981 Chevrolet received $50.
worth of damage. Tuesday. The
driver's door had been struck
and damaged. There were no
witnesses to the accident.

- •

A van belonging to the New
England Telephone Co. re- -ceival a smashed access door_
window Tuesday. A five-inch
rockwas found in the interior of
the van. Damage was-estimated .
.at

A pocketbook was reported
stolen from Wells Commons on,

•
Fraternittes upset

(continued from page 1)
quality and numbet• of bands."
Joel Gardner, president of FIJI, said
"One of the first things to look at is the
economics involved. If we're going to
have a big party over 150 people, we
have to have some way to. recover
costs."
Gardner added, "It won't stop us,
but we're going to have a lot of
control, and be aware that the
University is cracking down on the
frats. What we're going to do this fall
is have very close control--a guest list. 1
think the University is looking for
control."
One fraternity refused to comment
on he issue, and several others who
made statements wished to remain
anonymous.
One brother said, "It's like a police
state. We can't say anything about this
because they'll land on us. I feel my
personal freedom, not only as a
fraternity brother, but as an American,
is being restricted. It's like a harness.
They're just- waiting to make an
example of somebody."
Another brother said, "We're

getting a raw deal--they enforce the
mity,Ks rule in the dorms, but people
over 20 can pass the hat. L can't
understand how the univftsity
supports that and not us."
A third brother said, "I think that it
all stems from President Paul
Silverman because he doesn't display
an interest in the student body as a
whole. President Silverman looks at
the policy and not the principle."

Make Their
Day.
Send The Preservesjar
or Salt Box Bouquet Fir
Grandparents'
Day
_

Radio staft'enters newyearof rograms,muste
by _Waylie Rivet
----Staff writer
The new school year has brought upon
the traditional change 'of guard at the
student radio station, WMEB.
Chad Gilley, a senior broadcasting
major from Southwest Harbor. Maine.
will serve as the station's general
manager. " Gilley was selected by the
Committee of Student Broadcasters
which reviews applicants for radio
managerial positions. He worked at,
the station throughout the "summer.
Gilley is one of three returning
executive officers from last_ year's
staff. He previously served as the
production director.
Gilley's main, objective for the
upcoming year is to increase emphasis
On publicity and fund raising to
strengthen the station's budget. The
--STafion'S .bn-dget is currently beofre
student government.
WMEB has
proposed a budget of $12,000. an
increase of $3,000 from last year.
Two new posts have been formed to
increase publicity efforts.
Becky
Richardson will be in charge of
publeity and Kim Ridley will coordinate fund raising activities. Last
year. one position took care of both
responsibilities.
The new staff consists of program
director Ben Gross. sports director
Bob Fitta, production director
Maverick Fernald, music director
Kevin Mattson, news director 'Brenda
Theriault and traffic director Tom
Butz. Returning as engineers are
Scott Morton and Cary Hirnak.
Professor of broadcasting Jonathan
Tankel returns for is second year as

adviser. Tankel acts as a liason
between the radio station and universky officials., Tankel said his advisory
position mainly consists of coordinating executive staff, suggesting ideas
and ways of running an efficient radio
station.
station.
With the new staff firmly situated.
WMEB seems ready to fill the
airwares. once .again. _The station
opetates -froni... 6 a.m.. to 2 p.m.
weelclays and 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. on the
weekends. The station is located. at
91.9 on the FM dial.

Employment
(continued from page 1)- —
Angela MacDonald-, employed as a _
student program .supervisor for Q.SEP,
got her job through the work-study
program. She feels that work-study
will be helpful
her when it conies
time to do resumes.
"This job will really help on my
resume. It's given me a lot of
experience. Without the work-study
program, they wouldn't have been able
to hire me," MacDonald said.
MacDonald said she would
recommend
employment
the
information sessions to anyone with
work-study or anyone interested in non
work-study opportunities.
"It's good to attend just so you
know the paper flow- so things don't
get mixed up," MacDonald said:
Scott Roberge, another work-study
student, supports the program.
"It's a good chance for kids to make
money during the school year and not
have to worry about paying_it back
later on," Roberge said..

"Come on over to our house"
Breakfast
Pecan Pancakes

Lunch

2.65

Turkey Club Delux
3.65

Banana-Nut Pancakes

olonialObette
is pancakes
Cheese Omlette
w pancakes

Tuna Melt Sandwich
2.65
Chicken Burger
1.85
Colonial Burger

3.35

1.95
Hamn & Cheese Bowl
3.55
oi Prime Rib Sandwich

2.95

2.95

F rench Toast
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A General Meeting
for all committees
* Movies _
* Concerts
* Special Events
* Flyers;Posters,
Banners
* Calenders
* Performing Arts
* Darkroom
COME SEA WHAT
ITS ALL ABOUT
7:00 pm Sept. 9,1982,
Thurs.
North Bangor Room,
Memorial Union
It is your input that
S.E.A. needs....

-

Show them you remember with the Preserves Jar or Salt
Box Bouquet from Teleflora.
Both bouquets come in beautiful
porcelain containers _with classic"
blue delft _desies"so they're
delightfutkeeptiake gifts.
Just call or visit our shop and
you can send this bouquet
almost Pnywhere in the U.S
,
.
Ask for the Preserves Jar or
Salt Box Bouquet. Because with
Teleflora, the flowers always
come in something as pretty as
the flowers themselves.

Grandparents'Day
Sunday September 12.

Unlimited Salad Bar
alone 2.95 w

Dinner
(All include Salad Bar)
Prime Rib iv/choice of potato and vegetable
Sirloin Dinner w/potato, vegetable, texas toast
Spaghetti and Meatballs %/texas toast
Fried Haddock w/potato and coleslaw
Clam Strips w/ potato and cole slaw
Nantucket Newburg Crepe w/shrimp and Alaskan
Scallops w/potato and coleslaw

Till

rab

- 7:75
5.95
4.25
4.95
4.95

aldeflora

... and much, much more!

PANCAKES
PLUS
PRIME RIB
SEAFOOOD
STEAKS

Hogan Rd Bangor
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6.95

The Colonial House of
M A Clark
46 Main St
Downtown Orono
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UMO Students...
2.65
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Maine Campy& Ilutrulay, September 9,
1982

• BERN Switzerland (AP)-Swiss
police, seeking a bloodless enci
to the Polish Embassy siege,
won the release of six more
hostages today and gained a
48-haur extension of the deadline by terrorists threatening to
blow up the mission.
But a government spokesman
said negctations for release of
the embassy's military, attache and three other diplomatic
employees had reached a
nough' stage

V
-

BAR HARBOR Maine (AP)
British luxury liner Queen
Elizabeth 11 has developed
mectunical problems and will
not be visiting Bar Harbor on
Sept 12, acunard Shipping Line
spolesman said.

t_

News in brief
Ile ship had been on its way
to New York to pick up
paswrigers and then depart for
Bar Harbor, he said.

"Our aircraft destroyed a
battery of Syrian ground-to-air
missies inside Lebanon, and I
take this opportunity once again
towarn the government of Syria
that we will not stand for
introduction of missile batteries
in Lebanese territory," Begin
said.
' AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) Sen. George Mitchell on Wednesciay unveiled his proposal to
reform the federal income-tax
systqn, which he said would
• mean tax breaks for most people

JERUSALEM (AP) -Israeli
jets destroyed Syrian anti-aircraft missiles in eastern Lebanon today, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin announced in
Parliament.
Ttr military command in Tel
Aviv said all Israeli planes
returned safely after knocking
out a battery of SAM-9 missiles
behild Syrian lines some 18
miles east of Beirut.
Begin was handed a note
befoir he went to the rostrum in
Parliament to wind up a major
debate on American Mideast
policy, and he prefaced his
remarks by revealing the attack,
which was a warning to Syria.
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IS TOMORROW!
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Orono Family Medicine
Main Ro84Orono
Complete health for
the family
866-5531
for appointments
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Yes, we're up to our delighted
noses in kwely roses. And that
means good news for YOU—
or that special person you
choose to delight with
a dozen. Carry 'em away
at awry special price.

Red Roses $7.50 Doz
Special only for "Roses Day"

M A Clark
46 Main St
Downtown Orono
Express your thoughts with Special
•14.grarro.1 Trakirrt

mows:00N
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The proposal, which Mitchell
plans to introduce in the Senate
on Thursday. would reduce tax
rates for Many people, while
eiminating most deductions,
credis and exclusions. It only
addresses personal income
but Mitchell said he would
propose corporate tax changes
later.
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THEELEPHANT MAN
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THE GOOD,DOCTOR

TOBACCO ROAD
d'o
:F0
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THE TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON

THEFLErnAmmAN
"At- hist; an _ enthralling,
luminous play that celebrates the
indomitability of the human
spirit, that nests in the human
heart."
Arnold Colbath, Director
October 19,20,21,22,23, 1982
Hauck Auditorium, 8:15 curtain

ti'•1

2,0
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TOBACCO ROAD
"A runaway Broadway bit -of the
1930's; this steaming play of
greed
and
lust
in
the
impoverished South ran over 71
/
2
years in New York."

THE GOOD DOCTOR

nn3

*
CAD 0.4) CPO
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THE TEAHOUSE OF
THE AUGUST MOON
"The comic satire of the tug-ofwar that ensues when the U.S.
Army brings 'democracy and the
American way' to occupied
Okinawa and meets the charm
and wiles of the natives."

"Anton Chekhov's bittersweet
short stories of the vulnerably
human victories and defeats
brought into dramatic form by
Neil Simon, one of America's
best comic playwrights."
E.A. Cyrus, Director
November 16,17,18,19,20, 1982
Hauck Auditorium, 8:15 curtain

---

Russell freyz, Visiting Director
March 1,2,3,4,5,6, 1983
Pavilion Theatre, 8:15 curtain
on Mar. 1-5 2:00 Curtain on Mar.6

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO

AMAMANAAAA A,44144444

AAAAAAA%%AAA

Norman Wildinson, Director
April 4,27,28,29,30, 1983
Hau,Auditorium, 8:15 curtain
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OpiniOn
Unreasonable
There aren't many students at this university
complaining that their social life is more than they
can bear. There aren't many who have to give any
serious thought about how they plan on spending
next weekend because the list oftheir social options
ranges so wide.
It's no secret that the center of social activity on
this campus is the Greek system. Every weekend
during the school year. at least one of the fraternity
houses creates some of that social life in the form of
house parties.
- Four years ago, before the drinking age in Maine
was raised from 18 to 20, a UMO freshman could walk down fraternity row on a Friday or Saturday r,
night and see hundreds of his fellow students filtering
in and out of the houses...houses where beer and a
good time were being served.
When he was a junior he could still go to faiternity
parties; only now he had to buy a ticket from one of
the brothers. He could understand this--after all, it
was just a measure to prevent some of the nowunder-age students from illegally drinking.
But now he's a senior. And he just heard that even
the modified fraternity parties may soon become a
thing of the past.
Last summer, the administration decided to crack

Adios, UMO
down-on fraternity parties, and according to I1MFB
President Peter Hoefele, this means no more ticket
parties.
Many of the frats felt that selling tickets was a
reasonable way of controllin'g minors' drinking. And
now all they're feeling is frustration.
What social alternative is left for students if there
are no more frat parties? They could drive to the
bright lights and swinging nights of Bangor. Maybe
they could catch the wet T-shirt contest at the
Bounty.
On campus? How about real excitement like SEA's
presentation of "On Golden Pond?" Maybe the
chess club has an opening. e
The UMO administration should sit-down with
UM1.113 and discuss a reasonable alternative. It's fine
to want to keep minors from the kegs. But maybe
there's a happy medium somewhere. Some minors
will still get into bars,no matter what the
enforcement policy is here at UMO.Some studentswill smoke dope in their dorm rooms. But no one is
closing down Barstans,, and no one is assigning an —
R.A. to every room.
•
It's just as unreasonable to ban ticket parfies_ in the
fraternities.
T.R.

Who Loses?
If a student doesn't vot-e,
---whareally loses?
Surely, the student doesn't think he or she does.
What difference does one tioice (or vote) make? In
Ronald Reagan's landslide victory two years ago,
what difference would one more Jimmy Carter vote
have made or 50 or 1.000? 7— Very little.
So who does lose? The system.
This newspaper doesn't care whether john Doe or
Mary Smith go to the polls. They should vote, but
sleep will not be lost over the matter.
What does matter is that students have the
opportunity to vote. The best opportunity possible.
And right now, they don't.
Many times, the aggravation of waiting and the
long lines turn them away.
A story appeared in Wednesday's Campus
detailing the uncertainty of a possible third polling
area in Orono.(One is at the Newman Center; the
other is at the Orono Town Hall). The site would
be
one specifically for on-campus students and would,
to some degree, minimize lines.
Such a polling area only makes common sense.
One has to wonder why it took this
long to be
suggested.
•
The major bone of contention seems
to be cost.
Orono Town Manager Ray Cota
states he does not
want to add extra burden to the
taxpayers:
That's not the issue, Mr. Cota. The
issue is that
everyone should have the best
0000rtunity they can

to vote; they should be_urged to vote- whateve
r-the
cost.
Mr. Cota's concerns are understandable, but they
are not unconquerable. There is one way.
The UMO polling place, would be located
probably at Memorial Gymnasium, Lengyel Gym
or
Memorial Union. Since UMO owns these facilities,
there shouldn't be any charge for their use.
As for the cost of manning the poll booths and
equipment(probably less than several thousand
dollars), this could come from the UMO student
government.
Each year, UMO's 11,000 students contribute $25
each in the name of a student activity fee, a hefty
sum
of $250,000 or better. Surely the right to vote
can be
financed with such a generous sum.
Student government parcels out this money to
UMO's clubs and activities -the Wilde-Stein Club,
the Concrete Calme Committee, the chess club,
the
outing club and dozens of others. Is any one olthese
clubs or all of them collectively more important
than
the right to vote?
The Campus doesn't think so.
There are no good reasons, financial or otherwi
se,
for delaying the decision to establish a new UMO
polling place.
There are many decisions to be made by the
citizenry of this state and the nation lnd whether
you
decide to aid in those decisions or not, there
should
be an open booth for you.
You're entitled to that.
K.M.
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Thursday, 5.
Robin Stoutamyer

It is harder to get out of thisplace than it is to get into it.
After thtee years of eagerly
anticipating classes, parties and
friends I have decided to give it
up for a year.
The first- step was to get my
tuition back.—After running-from
Wingate Hall to the Business
Office in Alumni Hall and back
to Wingate. I was told that if
wasn't -withdrawn from the
university by the end of the first
academic week I would lose 25
percent of my tuition payment.
That answered that question.
I was then directed to Fernald
Hall to pick up a withdrawal
form, fill out a survey and have
an interview with the dean of
student affairs.
Then I was off again to
Wingate Hall to submit my
withdrawal slip and pass in my
_student identification card.Tuition reimbursement- and
withdrawal are now taken care
I then had the shadow of an
incomplete grade from last
semester hanging over my head.
After jogging up and down the
stairs between the first and third
floor Bennett Hall, I received a
little orange card saying I did, in
fact, have a grade for the class.
Now, I was told to return the
card to Wingate Hall. Gee, this
place looks familiar.
I had also decided to live offcampus this semester so I had to
talk with the landlord about
getting a portion of my rent back.
I have yet to find out how that is
going to work out.
I was also efficient enough to
have bought my books for all my
classes. I really didn't mind
returning them all that much. I
just wish that they weren't_ all
that heavy.
I also had a job working for
the Maine Campus which
entailed a lot of responsibility.
When I decided I was leaving, the
illustrious editor had to find a
replacement and I had to finish
working through this week.
Now, all that remains to do is
explain this whole mess to my
parents and hope they are as
understanding as always.
After three days, I am now
settled in with my remaining $100
and my empty refrigerator to
wait out the rest of the week.
If any of you decide that
school is too much to handle at
any given time, stop and consider
whether you will be able td
handle the paperwork and. footwork involved in leaving.
Robin Stoutamyer was a senior
journalism major from Kittery,
Maine.

Randy Bickford

David Walker
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The Clash: music, rage, politics
rP=Otiterye 'issues and a computer giveaway
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Fighting Apartheid

_ .
amminvor.•sma Lair"—

Members of the Maine Peace Action
Committee who helped make
Maine, left to right: Doug Allen, Prof.
divestment a reality at the
of Philosophy Steve Gray,
Chris Bradley, and Liz RobbinsUniversity of
.

by David R. Walker

D

What were the circumstances
behind the trustees'unexpected
- vote for divestment?

IVESTMENT LAST SPRING 'SEEMED
at best a long rarige- goal. To members of
UMO's Maine Peace Action Committee,
the arrival of University Trustee Joseph Hakanson
seemed only one step closer to that goal. He flew
from Portland .in earty _ April, upon mpac's
invitation, to wate.h.a_play about racism in South
_
_
Africa.
His effort was considered a gracious one, but that
was all. As financial advisor to the university trustees
and a vice-president of a major investment firm, he
disagrees sharply with MPAC's strategy for fighting
South Africa's racist system of government. MPAC
had been pressuring the university of Maine towards
a withdrawal of all its investments in corporations
doing business in South Africa since the spring of 79.
In July the trustees voted over-whelmingly in favor
of divestment—their vote came as a shock to most
concerned.
The linkage of investment to considerations of
morality has been traditionally a tenuous connection
at best in the world of business, MPAC had struggled
to establish such a connection for three years at the
University of Maine. Somehow they got their point
across.
(see Peace Groups, page 6)
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Peace group an -faculty unite against racism
or

I ate dinner with Trustee Hakanson and
Selaelo
Maredi, the black South African author of the
play
we were about to see. Maredi, once a playw
right and
political activist in South Africa, could not retur
n to
his homeland for fear of persecution
by the
governing white minority there.1 watched Haka
nson
grow tense while arguing with Maredi about the
best
strategy to fight apartheid in South Afric
a.
Hakanson was adament in his conviction that it
was
best to remain a stockholder, and fight for
change
from within the corporation. Maredi argue
d the
opposite tact. In broken English, he insisted the only
way to help blacks in South Africa is to create a bad
public image for companies in America-withdraw
investments to pressure the withdrawal of corpo
rations
in South Africa,.,That way, he argued, the Sout:i
African economy would be disrupted and the white
minority would be forced to change.

"We've ntade alot_
personal contacts with the
fnisteeiThernselves, also personal invitations; we've
sent information packets, set up meeting times, and
arranged for speakers and playwrights that had lived
and grown up in South Africa.
"And once they were educated (the trustees), we
didn't let it die. But we did this in a polite way, not
a
threatening way, in the spirit of education. That was
our attitude—to go through channels there are, and
if it works, that's great, if not, we can always
brainstorm. It worked," she said.

known by most top administrators. When asked if he
really takes it to heart, he put his hand to his chest
and said, "I've got to." Before their vote, Silverman
spoke privately with many of the trustees in favor of
divestment. He said he sees the effort to divest
as
"part of the continuum" of modern man's
evolution, another effort to deal with the magnitude
of the world's inequities in a more rational and moral
way. "Life in general," he commented, "is not
just
moral or ethical." It is in the university, he feels,
where such questions of morality must be raised, and
acted upon.

"Once they were presented

with-- enough facts about
South Africa, there just

Yankee is not at
nuclear energy
products of the pi
He said Maine
— ----Cifnada. -"If we'
Quebec and buy s
Brunswick," he
desirable alternat
exploration of 1
intriguing alternat
But as envirom
as a more seriow
Yankee. The
frightened him,
solution to the
first, take legal ac
office against stat
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At Stanford University, Allen said, students
and
faculty' have pushed for divestment with
hundreds
being arrested during protests, yet still no
divestment
bas occurred. At other major universities
such as
-Columbia, great publicity over rights viola
tions in
That evening, Hakanson was visibly shake
South Africa has been given, including the
n by the
official
suggestion that the university divest the
honoring of black rights activist Bishop Tutu,
nearly two
butstill
million dollars it had invested in such
no divestment. Why? Because, say Allen and
major
other
PAC'S
American..corporations as Xerox, Inter
SUCCESS IS LARGELY
M.PAC members, he boards af trustees of
national
those
attributable to its close work with the faculty
Telephone, American Cynarnid and Smith
great institutions often have a tremendous
Kline.
vested
and administration at UMO. This was
Less lhan four months later, Hakanson
interest in the corporations slated for
reluctantly
potential
facilitated by the MPAC members who were also
joined nine others and voted for-divestment. Universities are threatened by
cohiplete
a possible
faculty members. In March of 1981, Assistant
divestment.
withdraw( of grants and funds at the last
moment
Professor of Philosophy Joe Rouse, an MPAC
-by corporate heads. At the University of
"Ohr rras'ttkes- acted i-vith more integrity,morality and
Maine,
member, introduced a resolution to the UMO
Allen said there are no corporate big-wigs
in a more enlightened manner than the trustees of
with
Council of Colleges requesting that thoCouncil form
direct interest in South African related corpo
some of the most esteemed institutions in the an ad hoc
rations.
committee to investigate university
"It helped us that we don't have a Henry
country," exclaimed UMO Professor of Philosophy
Kissenger
holdings in corporations operating in South Africa.
or a David Rockefeller on the boardLAIlen
Doug Allen, perhaps the most influential force
said, "I
It was through the Council of Colleges that MPAC
don't believe the people on our board have
behind the struggle for divestment. Allen wrote and „reached the truste
a direct
es; the Council was their channel.
vested interest in the corporaitons under
presented the 17 page report to thcboard of trustees But the chann
ques_tion."
el was only open becuase UMO
At Colby College in Maine, MPAC menib
that marked -th-e-climax of MPAC's three year fight
ir Chris
President Paul Silverman believes in divestment
Bradl
ey said the divestment procedure
for divestment. The report was the final convincing
is so
himself. Silverman, in his characteristically even
complicated that no progress is ever made
prod that pushed the trustees over the brink of
. He said
paced and often philosophical manner of expression,
Colby handles the process by looking
deliberation and into their unexpected 10-2 prointo each
explained his position. "I think we're responsible for
indiv
idual corporation, and planning dives
divestment vote. No one would deny Allen was the
tment ot
these issues. If we don't discuss these questions, who
the "worst offenders" on a case by case basis.
driving force behind the UMO peace group's
will? I think it's enormously important we confront
University of Maine Trustee_Richard_Mevi
successf struggle_t9r„ divestment, -eNcept perhaps, the-issue-ef di-ves
n, vibe
t mene
vótiforfdivestment, explained why,
-Alien -himself.
"in his
It was Silverman who arranged for Allen's meeting
mind," the trustees voted as they did. To
But by no means was'Allen responsible alone for
have voted
with the trustees. And it is Silverman who saw, and
against divestment, he said, would have
the group's sucCess. As he and other members
appeared as
of still sees himself in the role of "facilitator" in the, a vote
in favor of apartheid. Why? The choic
MPAC stress again and again, first MPAC had
es
to devestment process. He explained the original
presented to the trustees by Allen in the
make divestment an issue. "It was an overall effort, mandate, or
report he
charge, of the university of Maine that
authored were as follows: A. do nothing;
the plays, the speakers, meetings with trustee
B. rely on
was established in February of 1865. The charge
the SullivanPrinciples(firmly rejected by
members. Coverage increased in the Campus. Each
The Council
reads as follows: "...it shall be the duty of the
of Colleges investigation as ineffective
act in isolation didn't seem to make a difference but
in fighting
Trustees, Directors, and Teachers of the College,
apartheid); and c. complete divestment
cumulatively, it made a difference," Allen said.
. The long
to impress on the minds of the students, the
campaign for divestment had reached
But what actually caused the University of Maine
the trustees in
principles of mbrality and justice and a sacred regar
d
a form that was hard to refuse witho
Board of Trustees to vote in such an unexpected
ut appearing
to truth; love to their country; humanity and
either racist or very calloused in the
manner? First, the approach of MPAC members and
eyes of the
universal benevolence.., and all other virtues which
public. MPAC member Chris Bradly:
trustees was carefully designed not to threaten, but to
"Once they
are the ornaments of human society."
were presented with enough facts
educate. MPAC member Cheryl Hook explains.
about South
This charge, According to Silverman, is not even
Africa, there just wasn't any defense."

wasn't any defense."

M

HAYES SEEKS SENATE SEAT

••••JIINIIK

He's liberal on issues, free with a computer
by Victor Hathaway

W INNING VOTES IS THE
RESULT OF A
number of factors, not the leaSt of which
is
applying unique tactics to get
yourself
noticed.
And while many candidates for
public office give
away pencils, buttons and sticke
rs as promotional
devices, Kenneth Hayes, a profe
ssor of political
science at UMO, is handing out
sweepstakes tickets
for a TRS80 color computer conso
le. But you have
to vote to win.
Hayes is the Democratic candidate
for the State
Senate District 26 and is running
against Robert
Treadwell of Veazie.
The sweepstakes is sponsored by
the Hayes for
Senate Committee and to be eligible
to win you must:
1) Be registered to vote in State
Senate District 26
(Bradley, Brewer, Eddington, Holde
n, Milford,
Orono, Veazie, and Bangor). 2) Vote
on November
2, 1982 in Maine General elections.
3) Present the
winning ticket to the Hayes for Senat
e Committee.
Hayes said the ticket stubs will be draw
n after the

^

•

polls close election night and the
voting lists will be
checked to verify that the person holdi
ng the drawn
stub voted. If the first ticket draw
n is held by
someone who did not vote that day,
stubs will be
drawn until a ticket-holder who voted
is selected.
Hayes is campaigning on a number of
issues which
he says concern improving the
quality of life for
Maine people, including the
environment, social
programs like financial aid, and
improving the
quality of education.
Hayes said the environment is
one of Maine's
great assets and he is oppos
ed to developing
industries that he believes would
pose a threat to it.
He gave as examples the devel
opment of additional
nuclear power plants, the propo
sed oil refinery, a
proposed aluminum reduction plant
, and the hydroelectric dam on the Penobscot.
But he also thinks the
alternatives currently
available--extensiNiebse of-tot!
and of wood--are
equally undesirable. He
favors the "clean" sources
of energy, but admits that
they won't be available for
another decade at best.
In the meantime, Haye
s
existing nuclear power. "It suggested living with
may be that at this point
in time, letting Maine
Yankee run out its license
would be the least dama
ging
record of Maine Yankee is alternative. The safety
not bad when compared
to other forms of energy
use. But the safety of Maine
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Yankee is not an ,issue. I think the
problem with
of our acid rain, and second, introduce a program to
nuclear energy may relate to the
chemical byuse chemicals that would neutralize the acid in the
products of the plant."
water.
He said Maine should seek to acquir
e power from
Hayes criticized the Reagan administration's
Canada. .if wecould develop transm
ission lines to
policie
s as having an adverse effect on Maine. He
Quebec and buy some of the power
generated igNew
said that in leaving the states to fund certain
Brunswick," he said, "I think that is
the most
programs, such as job opportunities, aid for
desirable alternative at this time. I also
think that
education, and Medical care, the states may have let
exploration of the tides at Quoddy
is a most
some go.
intriguing alternative and I'd like to see
that done."
"What President Reagan's programs are going
But as environmental issues go, he cited
acid rain
as a more serious problem than the
issue of Maine
Yankee. The environmental damag
e potential
frightened him, he said,, and he sugges
ted the
solution to the problem might be double
-headed:
first, take legal action through the attorn
ey general's
office against states whose industries are
the source

"This election will
be a surprise

to a lot of people."
to do," he said, "is reduce the support for
these
Hayes said he hopes the sweepstakes will
help
services. It will be very hard fora state like
Maine bring out voters. He said while some people
shrug
with a low income base to pick these programs
up. it off as a mere gimmick, many people
find the idea
These are areas of human need, the areas of
social intriguing.
welfare,ecrtteamr,- health care,housing, etc."
The real intrigue for Hayes is in the ticket.
Those
Education in general and at UMO in specific couldwho choose to enter the sweepstakes must hold
onto
use some modernization, he said, to "train
people to a ticket 410ch bears a political
advertisement for
live in the 21st century. "We're training people
for Hayes. '
ten years ago rather than twenty years in the futUre_
.
Hayes said the idea of the sweepstakes-is--ton
There ought to be greater effort made to train
give
people k-,zople something they will hold onto that
will remind
for the skills they'll need in their lifetimes. And
I'M --them to vote for him. He compared the
cost of the
going to make an effort to introduce programs
along sweepstakes to two thirty-second advertising
spots on
that line,"
• local television. 13ut___he believes the value
of the
Specifically, he said, it is time to recognize
thE— sweepstakes as a promotional device may
be higher
technological revolution going on across all levels
of than the two TV spots. —
society and begin to integrate modern scienti
fic
With seven weeks left until the elections,
most of
knowledge with traditional learning on all levels of
the work is still ahead. And Hayes said some
view his
education, especially college. "For instance, it
is not race as an uphill run. "The Bangor
Daily News
enough to say, 'I don't like computers.'
In the perceives that I am probably an underdog in the
race
future, computers are going to be a part of DR
lives,_ jiquhSetiatc seat, cause.n has-never been
woirby
and people witibetrandleappedVibb &Mithave
sills a Democrat before," he said. "My hunch
is. that this
in that area," he said.
election will be a surprise to a lot of people."

_
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THEINNOVATION OFPUNK
The Clash is one
pissed-as-hell punk

different from the preceding album, which is the
Clash's overall key to success, or any artist's for that
matter, the ability to constantly change. The band's
members include Mick Jones on guitars and vocals,
Joe Strummer on guitars and vocals, Paul Simonon

Oolitical group
by Sallie Vallely

T HE
SETTING COULD HAVE BEEN ANY
major theatre, civic

bass, and Terry Chimes on drums.
center or concert hall
Before discussing Combat Rock, it's necessary to
across the USA during last summer. This
provide a picture—orIfie- Clash and a bit of what
particular scene happened in Providence, Rhode
they're about. The four members come from
Island, in late August. High energy flowed as men,
working class backrounds and grew up in- a Londo
n
women and kids filled the civic center. The mates wre
ghetto called Brixton, which helps to- explai
n
dressed in combat fatigues, T-shirts, leather jaclets
theanger ofthe group. Their music is about what
complete with Anohawk hair cuts. The females were
they've seen and felt through their growing upstag
es
dressed in mini skirts of wild color, sporting —and their
backgrounds. Probably the best description
accessories like fishnet stockings and chains. Little
comes from a 1981 Rolling Stone interview where
did this reporter know, that because of a couple
Simonon described how, he named the group,
"It
songs she had been turned on to, she was about
(clash) was the only word I seemed to read in
the
to become part of a not-so-new revolution that has
newspaper. We've always been different because
been occurring on the musical scene since the late
ot our OutIOOK. We re neitner to the left or the right
seventies—called a lot if things, but mainly defined
ty/t. we sing of the oppressed because that's who
and
PUNK. A new form of music, generating thought
what we are. Our music is about politics, sure,
but
about deep political, social, and world problems;
it's spciled with a small 'p', we're much
more
bent on using music as a tool to inform; to invoke
interested4 making a social statement that will
make
anger; to grab its listener's off their feet to dance, and
people aware of what's going on."
at the same time to get across a message. The angry,
In the June 1981 issue of The Musician, Clint
defiant, concerned British group, The Clash, then
Roswell describes The Clash as "a literally stunni
ng
exploded on to the stage with "Straight to Hell" of
experience for many, roughly equivalent to meetin
g
their latest album appropriately titled Combat
a runaway locomoitivc head-on or kissin
g a
Rock, on their "North American campaign" tour.
lightening bolt." I found this to be the case in seeing
You have to like hard-driving and hard-hitting
The Clash in concert.
rock and roll to like the Clash. Combat • Rock,
Combat Rock is a well done LP, The album
released in January 1982, is the Clash's fifth album.
combines hard -driving guitar licks with a bit
of
Each album released by the group has been extremely
Reggae and a little pop. You'll find as you listen
to
14.—r

Combat Rock that the extremely fast, fast guitar
s
will possibly make your foot stamp
through the
floor—it's exciting and alive. Some of the
best tunes
off the album include "Should I Stay or
Should I
Go?" is about as close as The Clash comes to
a love
song. The first two verses start out slow,
then it
explodes. The tune is also combined with lyrics
sung
in English and Spanish. "Rock the Casba
h" is a
good funky rockin' number which is
extremely
interesting, as it provides a good example
of the
group's political overtones. The song is about
Iran
and how the Ayatollah Khomeini banned rock
music
from Iran. "By order of the prophet/ We ban
that
boogie sound/ degenerate the faithful/ with
that
crazy casbah sound,
Know Your Rights starts out slow and then launches
into rowdy guitar licks and drum rolls; the title is
self-explanatory. Overpowered by Funk combines
the group's Reggae influence with a definately catchy
tune again making a statement: Part of the swarming
mass funk but/ slugged by the new increase? Funk
out/ Scared of the human bomb?! Overpowered by
Funk!Funk Out!
I recommend Combat Rock whole-heartedly if you
like fast, rowdy progressive, footstomping music
because, though the album has a few slow songs omit, that is what it is mainly comprised of: fast music
TheClash is an exciting band which requires a bit of
patience if it is your first journey into the world of
Punk. Play it a few times before you make any hasty
judgements; it's enjoyable, it's interesting, and
you're sure to learn something from it - if not
politically, at least socially.
311F4
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by Michael Davis

Classical artwork
at Carnegie

-

IIIC

MOST PEOPLE TOUR art galleries as
viewers. The students who took EH 190 last
summer were more than that. They selected

Wattle

hi IRA (410 %Of Lis
Nattle
,
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Peggy Bacon (1895-)
Congenial Scene(1929)
Drypoint

ab

This Congenial Scene is in the
tradition of Sloan (41-42) and the
Ash Can painters and anticipates
the social realism of the
_impending Depression era. Peggy
Bacon's prints are often Satirical,
-or, as here, wry comments on
ordinary contemporary life, a
kind of 17th century Dutch genre
brought up to date.

-

Co-op
To the editor:

Photos by David Lloyd Rees

UMO art works with a curator's spiel for a Carne
gie
Hall exhibit. The art works, part of a show entitl
ed
Perspectives in America. lndenity and Place
18501930 were the product of the summer art institute.
The institute, 'which ended July 21_ Icas.an
-ex.hibitwhich remains on car
Iftrit
the univerisity's art works cormprelid. guring
the
American Reconstruction and shortly thereafter.
The
show, scheduled for a three-month run at Galle
ry II
on the second floor of Carnegie Hall,
ends
September 15. All but four works were acqui
red
during Professor Vincent . A. Hartgen's tenur
e as
Curator of the Special Collection. The other work
s
are on loan from the Jesup Memorial Library in
Bar
Harbor.
"The institute was meant to be an inter
disciplinary study," said Associate Professor
of
English A. Patricia Burns. "It was a combined effor
t
between three departments (English, history and art)
within the university."
Among the coordinators of EH 190 were Assistant
Professor Virginia Steinhoff of English, Assoc
iate
Professor Howard Schonberger of History
and
Assistant Professor of Art History David Ebitz
.
"We began the institute on June 21. It laste
d five
weeks," Burns said.

".:-••••!-

The students,'high school teachers from Main
e,
spent the first two weeks concentrating
on art
literature and styles with the English depar
tment.
An additional week was spent with
the art
department making frequent references back
to the
literature. The next week dealt with art at the
history
department. And the final week was
a synthesis
which viewed course objectives.
_
Burns said the most impressive feature
of the
exhibit was the execution of lights and shad
ows by
the artists of the period. "The group
of painters
experimented with the way light falls on
objects.
They formed a genre of their own
called luminism,"
she said.
Ebitz, another organizer of EH 190, said
the class .
chose 48 works ,from the university
's Special
Collection Archives for ths_ .exhibit:
The works
included —oir on canvas, pastel,
watercolor,
photography, charcoal and wood-cut.
The course, Ebitz said, was partially
funded by a
grant from . the National Endowmen
t for the
Humanities. Writing assignments
on the works
resulted in a catalogue ayailable at
Gallery II. The
institute resumes at UMO next summ
er when the
high school teachers compose a repor
t detailing art
education techniques.

John Singer Sargent (1856-1925)
Study ofa Man
Lithograph
On low.. from Jesup Memorial
Library, 3ar Harbor
John Sirger Sargent was an
,American txpatriot painter. In
Study of a Man the sitter is
contemplative and mysterious.
The artist has .::aught the external
characteristic of a man but does
not
explore
beyond
the
momentary- expression. Yet
Sargent's use of 'horizontal and
diagonal lines, tonal shades of
white, gray, and black all serve to
capture the sitter in a shroud of
mystery. It is thi7;- -mysterious
quality of the sitter, the lack of a
personalized dimension, which
invites the viewer to step into the
piece and impose interpretation.
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...Unknown
Portrait ofa Man (ca. 1870)
Marble

Carnr

This marble relief portrait
of
an unknown man may have
been
executed by Italian ston
e
carvers in Florence or Rome
,
perhaps, where an increasing
number of expatriot American
sculptors went from the mid-19th
century on with their sketc
hes
and models to have
them
rendered into marble.
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Response
The Cabins strike back

EQUAL TIME
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Co-op saves money
To the editor:
of jobs, some of which are:
In these days of dire collating,
pick-up, cutting
economic straits, the question cheese, distri
bution, clean-up
often arises of "How can I and grain
breakdown.
afford to eat, if I have to pay
These jobs are very
for my education?" The important,
so in order to
solution is right here at UM0-- assure that people
sign up for
P'Nuts Food Cooperative.
work, we have a file of cards
P'Nuts is a non-profit for each househ
old's card. It's
organization dedicated to up to the househ
old members
providing a wide variety of to decide who's
turn it is to
nutritious, rettsppallte_Rrictcl__
Everyone should -do
foo-d-Tor its members. We their share.
Sign-up sheets
carry food ranging from dairy
are posted on the bulletin
products, a great selection of board outsid
e theO.C.B.
cheeses, lots of fresh fruits and
office at the Ram's Horn on
vegetables, some meats and
Thursdays, so sign up and help
fish to rice, flour, noodles, up make it a
successful and
natural peanut butter, honey, smooth runni
ng operation
tahini, dry beans and more.
which we will all benefit from.
There is a $15.00 deposit to
Since we order in bulk we
enter, $10.00 of which is often have a select
ion of
returned when you withdraw
fruits, vegetables, nbreads and
from the co-op. This is a so on, that were
not ordered
capitol investment so we can
by a particular household.
get started ordering our bulk
Therefore, we have a Surplus
grains, etc. Entering the co-op Table open to co-op members
means there is a commitment at the regular price and nonfrom the members to help
members at a 10 percent
keep it running smoothly. additional fee. The table is.
There is a work requirement of marked and open frTn 3-5
2-3 hours three times monthlr—Thursdays at the Raml Horn
per household to start with.
during distribution: So,
The
work, which is stop by and check it out,
interesting and fun is often
maybe you'll decide to join!
also a learning experience and
essential to the operation of
Holly Denning and
the co-op. There are a number
the P'Nuts Staff

Correction
Advertise

in the
Maine
Campus
classifieds

A story in Wednesday's
Campus said there are 540
freshmen attending UMO this
aemester. it should have read that
there ore 2,343 freshmen
enrolled. The Campus regrets the
error.

To the editor:

contract that SLS helped them buildi
ng, where I doubt they
author which relieved_ the
were needed, anyway? (When
The
only
thing
the University of any blame if Mike Davis
of the Campus
Cabineers wanted last year anyone actually had any ill
Staff asked Moriarty what the
during our efforts to thwart effects. Moriarty said 'No.'
was, he
pleaded
Residential Life's decision to -Tom Aceto said the Cabins cost
ignorance). Why didn't they
close the Cabins was for them were 1) Substandard, 2) not
merely close the doors and
to remain open. Well, thanks representative of a model
board up the windows at no
to the Powers-that-be's fast community and 3) a hippie
cost to themselves rather than
actions, the Cabins are commune. I believe Joe
spend a sum which probably
irrevocably removed and Finkelstein's letter in the Sept.
rivaled the cost of fixing them
there's no hope of their ever 2 issue of the Maine Campus
up?
being re-opened.-Be that as it appropriately deals with these
Now, I realize that the
may, however, _there remain allegations.
Cabins are gone, and sure, life
some very conspicuously
Question 2- What was done goes
on. I have a nice place in
unanswered -questions, and I on the part of Residential Life
Old Town and I'd just as soon
believe the students, staff and to look into. alternative
quit hassling Moriarty and
administration of this campus methods to keep the Cabins
Aceto and see this whole,thing
deserve to know some solid open?
,
go to rest. But I think that
facts concerning the closing of -Basically nothing. The
the Cabins. Question I- What Cabineers, however, were some people who were hired as
overseers to a public ti.ust
are the reasons for wanting busy- We solicited the
decid
ed to ignore their
them closed down?
National Guard who said
-Ross Moriarty claimed the they'd consider doing the job constituency's desires, and
sewer to be beyond use and in for free if Ross Moriarty 'eradicate unnecessarily and
against strong public appeal a
need of $40,000 of repair. would send them an official
commu
nity of which they were
However, the documents letter requesting their aid. He
suppos
ed to be caretakers. I
submitted to him by David even promised to do so.
think
if we let this go
Trefetteren of the Physical However, no letter was sent.
Plant clearly claims the cost of We offered solutions like dry unnoticed, we are doing
repair/replacement to be & chemical toilets, public ourselves a serious injustice.
under $25,000. Why the toilets, out-houses, and peat- As a final statement, I
challenge Ross Moriarty or
_discrepency? Moriarty claimed based leach figlds,__ using
the--Th,,nnts--Ateto .0 print their
that additional unitemized Cabins as a research base for
justification to us for taking
repairs would be necessary, at the Dept. of Civil Engineering
the Cabins down, and to print
a cost of $15,000.
& Chemistry. All solutions
the TOTAL unabridged costs
-Moriarty declares that the were dismissed
without
Urea Formaldehyde insulation consideration. A petition was the University paid to remove
used in" the Cabins was not signed by 2000 students the buildings (at a time when
no one was around to question
guaranteed safe for students'
'&4,4 Abe
auted _the this action). If their
silence is
•
housing, because of a 1982 Ca
•
maintained,- I can only
federal recommended ban on dismissed as being signed by
interpret that as their
future installation of urea as people with "no real idea of
admission of their guilt. Scam
insulation material. Tests done the problem."
or not? You decide.
by James Datsis of the Dept.
Question 3- The last thing
of Human Services found I'd like to know is how much it
Myron Buck
levels of carcinogen present to cost to remove the Cabins?
Jeff Bernatowitz
be 133,333 percent lower than -The prime reason for wanting
Bob Thomas
the state's. recommended them closed was that they
Scott Denning
safety limit. Any statistician couldn't justify the expense of
Holly Denning
would freely declare this level fixing them up. How can they
Mark Puglisi
to be of almost insignificant justify spending the mwed
and
the
rest
of
the
Cabineers
value.
The
Cabineers amount of $1006',:er
Cabin to
unanimously agreed to sign a have them moved to the/PIC's

Business Associ ton meeting
To the editor:

students w11.‘ have an interest discussinu activities,
and
in business activities, to attend generally
planning
the
behalf
of "the an organizational meeti
On
ng direction and scope of the
Undergraduate Business tonigh
t.
UBA.
Association, I would like to
The meeting will be held
I took fozward to seeing you
extend an invitation to all Thursday, Sept. :SI in
100 there!
students enrolled
the. English/Math at 6:30 pm. We
Business willbe holding a membe
College
of
rship
Sincerely,
Administration, and, to drive for the upcom
ing year,
Kevin Freeman
Vice President
Undergraduate Business
Association
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by Berke Breathed
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Sports
Cross-country teamslook for winning season
Choiniere
paces women

Clapperleads well
balanced men's squad

by Chuck Morris
Stiff Writer
JoAnne Choiniere, a senior and
All-American, is leading a young
women's cross-country team into their
first meet September 11-at Boston
College._ B.C. defeated UMO by one
point in the New England -Championshipmeet in 1981 and according to the
girls head coach, Jim Ballinger, is
"stronger than last year."
The girls, however, are not relinQuisling their chance of victory. They
have some very fine returning runners
honi last year and then some

by E.J. Vongher
Staff Writer
The men's cross country team opens
its season this Saturday against
two perennial New England running
powerhouses, the Boston College
Terriers and the UConn Huskies.
The Terriers and Huskies finished
third and sixth respectively in the New
England Mete, while the Black Bears
finished ninth. But cross country
mentor Jim Ballinger remains optimistic.
"I feel we are just as strong as we
were last year at this time, if not then
stronger,' Ballinger said.
'Perhaps this is evidenced by the
recent time trials Ballinger held. All the
times were under last year's. Also
while veteran runners such as team
captain Gerry Clapper. Pete Bottom ley, Steve Ridley. and John Fiola ran
well, Ballinger was pleased with the
vast improvement of others.
"I was really happy to see people

grilses.

Of the girls returning, Choiniere
leads the way. She holds the course
record on the Black Bears' 3.75 mile
coutse with a 21:4-8 clocking set last
year. Following Choiniere closely is
Rose Prest who as a freshman in 1981
joined Choiniere on the All-New
Enghnd and All-East tearrts. Also
returning with past experience on the
varsiy level are Sue Efias, Tammy
Perkins and Jennifer Cunningham.
Elias is Maine's school record
holder in both the 800 and 1500-meters. The latter being equivalent to a
sub-five minute mile. Perkins and
Cunringham are only sophomores and
Ballinger said they show a lot of
potertial.

r--

AIL

Gerry Clapper returns as the top
runner and defending state champion.

like Glendon Rand, Sheri! Sprague,
and Rich Garvin finishing with runners
like Clapper, Ridley, Bottomley,
and Fiola. I also expect big things from
sophomore
Letourneau,"
Ken
Ballinger said.
One of the key priorities is to keep
everyone healthy. Last season, almost
everyone was injured at one time or
another. Even with the injuries, the
Black Bear harriers still managed to
win the state title.
"Last year, we just managed to edge
Colby by three points, and they didn't
lose anyone to graduation. Since Don
Ward graduated (last year's co-captain
and number two runner), this year
it could go either way," Ballinger
stated.
As far as the season's outlook,
Ballinger is taking one day at a time.
"After this weekends meet (which
takes place at Boston College), I'll
know much more. All I can say now is
that I'd like to do as good as last
season, if not, better," he said.

THEY'RE BACK!!!
MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONALS!
Say anything(within reason)
to anybody for just $1.00:

Jim Ballinger coaches both the men
and women harriers.
The surprises are two seniors and
two freshmen. The seniors are Kathy
Smith and Cindy Lynch. Both are only
rookies on the team but have adjusted
well to the varsity level, Ballinger
said. Sonja McLaughlin and Kern
Darcey are the two promising freshmen. Ballinger said, during last
week's running camp in Bar Harbor.
"They are in fine pre-season shape."
The only hindrance to the team's
charre for an undefeated season is the
seriousness of Laurel Kowalsky's
injury. Coming off a stress fracture
this summer, she was believed to be
meow-red last weekend. Unfortunately. though, she was forced to end
Monday's workout early and is now on
crutches. She is expected to be out for
the ason.
In 1981, the girls were fifth in the
New England's and third in the
Eastern Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women meet, which the
aiga, latter qualified them for the Nationals
t
am.
in Idaho. They were notable to attend
the meet though, due to the university
budget.
his year, however, they changed
affiliation and are now in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
Sophomore Rose Prest was an AllThe NCAA will now pay fees if the
New England selection last season.
team can repeat last year's performantr. "This is the season's goal," (Rolastd Morin photos)
said Ballinger and Choiniere.

,

Just$1.00 will buy you 20 words
in the
MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONALSSECTION!
Don't miss your chance to welcome back
friends, wish someone a happy birthday,
or just say helloto someone special in
Friday's Maine Campus.
-Stop by the-information booth,
in the Memorial Union.
or come to the basement of
Lord Hall to place your personal.
Deadline;Thursday, 11:00 AM.

* Personals will not run
weekly this year.

FOXBORO, Mas!
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FOXBORO, Mass.(AP)--Nine-year
veteran fullback Don Calhoun'
was waived today by the New
England Patriots of the National
Football League to make roon
.
on the roster for fullback Mark
van Eeghen, picked up after
being- waived two days ago by
_the Los Angeles Raiders, the
team said.
ralhoun, signed as a free
agent by the Patriots in 1975.
was the team's third ranked
all-tine rushing leader with 860
career carries and 3,559 yards.
The Patriots

also

waived

Sports Briefs
kilter Dave Jacobs, a third-year
veteian obtained on waivers last
week from the Philadelphia
Eagles. The team said Jacobs'
depature leaves room on the
_roster for rookie free agent
kicker Rex Robinson.

PONTIAC, Mich. (AP)--Allpro running back Billy Sims
returned to the Detroit Lions on
Wednesday, ending his summer-long holdout, .and was on
the practice field.for the first
_ time
_ this season.

NEW YORK ,(AP)--Five-time
champion Chris Evert Ljoyd won
the war of attrition, roaring from
behind to defeat Bonnie Cadusek 4-6. 6-1, 6-0 Wednesday,
while fifth-seeded Hana Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia ousted
defending champion Tracy Austin 4-6.6-4. 6-4 in the U.S. Open
Tennis Championships.
Licryd and Mandlikova joined
fourth-seeded Andrea Jaeger
and No. 7 Pam Shriver in the
semEnals of America's premier
tearis event, being staged on
the hard courts at the National
Tenris Center.

1,21-fg

WASHINGTON, (AP)--National Football League owners
offered a bonus system Wednesday that would give players
up to an extra $60,000 this year,
but the union's chief negotiator
rejected the plan and said a
strike deadline.would be 'set by
next week.
EdGarvey, executive director
of theNFL Player's Association.
said there definitely would not
be a league-wide strike of this
weelcrid's season openers, but
he declared, "We will have to
demcnstrate to them (the owners' )that the players have the
ability to shut them down."
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delivery with
cash sales. -

-

Specials
I $2.99 Doz. Carnations
$5.40 1/2 Doz. Roses
RI 485 Stillwater Ave. Old Town
827-7721 call us
MEI%

ng ORO

me
xi
ca
re
n
staurant
•

Be at our Grand Openin0 toda

•at our new close to campus location
seetkm of College Ave
and Stillwater Ave
TACOS
BURRITOS
ENCHILADAS
NACHOS
TOSTADAS
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EDITOR - IRENE K. vonHoFFMANN

-What is Vali-cline?
Vali-dine is a computer access
control system used for the Dining
Commorts and Library.

_
What kind of card do I need to have?
I misplaced my card so I paid cash
All registered students should have a for my meals. Where do I get a refund?
Bring your receipt to the Operations
blue picture card however, temporary
non-photo Vali-dine cards are issued Office within seven days of the.receipt
to the Operations Office within seven
while pictures are being processed.
days of ,the receipt date to receive a
Will my card work for meals and cash refund.
library?
My card does not work in the card
Your card will work for meals it you
readers.
what do I do?
have signed a room and board contract
Bring your card to the Operations
or a commuter meal contract. YOur
card will work for the library providing Office to be checked out.
that you are a registered student.
What do I do to change my meal
I have lost my card, what do I do?
plan?
You should_r_eport this to the
Contact your Complex Business
Office.

-- •

tz,

-

Learning Resources Brokerage

4:
41r"

The
Learning
Resources
BROKERAGE was established to
provide assistance for students seeking
icademic
supports.
The
BROKERAGE helps students link-up
with academic services on campus -by
providing help with locating tutors,
study skills, contacting advisors and
instructors, and locating academic
assistance. Additional services offered
by the BROKERAGE are providing
information on helpful study hints,
specific study skills, and programming
resources. The BROKERAGE also

provides an outreach program in the
residence
halls that
provides
information on academic resources
and study skills.
Students typically are referred on
drop-in to the BROKERAGE and
following consultation with our staff,
are put in touch with tutorial remedial,
or other support service. When
students leave our office, we have
attempted to assure them that services
have been found and an appointment
has been made. Our main goal is to
listen to 'student needs and to help

New Student Welcome Day
The department of Residential
Life would like to thank all staff,
student leaders, professors and others
tor tieir help and contribution to the
fourth New Student Welcome Program. Although we don't have a final
count, it appears that—an overwhetting number of freshmen participated in this program which was
disgned to ease the transition of new
students to the university community.
Sr the residence hall students,
each complex planned special acti-

-14

_
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students make contact with academic
resources.
The BROKERAGE is located on the
second floor of Fogler Library. The
BROKERAGE
25p.w
mi.11 open September
20th at the following hours:
Sunday:
6-9p.m.
Monday - Thurs. 10-12noon
2-5 p.m.
6-9p.m.
For more information, contact your
residence hall staff,or call: John Hale
at 581-7533 or 581-7441

tutorial
services

Free

•

Questions
and Answers
by H. Ross Moriarty,
Residential Life

Director.

Question: Why were the lines so long
in the dining commons this week?
Answer: It takes a few days for our
new staff and the student customers
new to the commons to become
familiar with the cafeteria system.
Hopefully by the time you read this.
the delays will be minimal.
Question: I requested a coed hall but
was assigned a space in an /11 male
hall. How come? _
Answer: This year-414 men and 45
women who requested coed halls were
assigned single sex halls and 129
students who requested quiet sections
were assigned to regular floors. The
Residential Life Advisory Committee
will tevie‘v these situations and most
likelywill increase the number of coed
spaces and quiet sections in the halls
for next fall.
•

vities to welcome the freshmen and to
havethem become acquainted to the
complex, the hail and especially the
staff Welcome Program Assistants
The Onward Program will be
-helped in a number of ways ranging
offering
free tutorial services during
from directing traffic, giving tours,
leading the freshmen to various evert_t_s___ the upzoming academic year to '
students meeting certain eligibility
and being generally of assistance to
requrem
ents. All students who are
staff students and parents. The New
lav income. physically handicapped,
Student Welcome Program was jointly
menthe's of a minority group. and all
sponsored by the office of Residential
Question: The New Student Welcome
veterans
, qualify to receive this
Life and--the office of the Dean of
Leaders were excellent. How were.
.
service. In addition, persons receiving
--Stucrrit Activities.
they selected?
assistarre through programs such as
Answer: They volunteered their time
AFDC, Vocational Rehabilitation,
and energy to help the new students
WINS,etc. are eligible. We also have
settle into their halls.
Everyone
a limited number of spaces for those
comnrnted on the outstanding job
persons not meeting the above
they did.
criteria.

Watch for the
esidential Life News Page
every Thursday.
-

Operations Office in Estabrooke Hall
imm e-dtattrty. You WM—have a
replacement card issued for a •
replacement charge. . •

People, wishing to utilize the Onward Tutoring Program can contact
Michad Blier, Onward Building,
Flagaaff Road. UMO Campus; or call
581-351 for an appointment.

Question:
I need a job.
Any
suggestions?
Answer:
Most. Residential Life
positions have been filled. However,
most of the Commons still need help
, during the lunch hour.
_

-
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